We investigate human performance for visually detecting simulated microcalcifications and tumors embedded in x-ray mammograms as a function of signal contrast and the number of possible signal locations. Our results show that performance degradation with an increasing number of locations is well approximated by signal detection theory ͑SDT͒ with the usual Gaussian assumption. However, more stringent statistical analysis finds a departure from Gaussian assumptions for the detection of microcalcifications. We investigated whether these departures from the SDT Gaussian model could be accounted for by an increase in human internal response correlations arising from the imagepixel correlations present in 1/f spectrum backgrounds and/or observer internal response distributions that departed from the Gaussian assumption. Results were consistent with a departure from the Gaussian response distributions and suggested that the human observer internal responses were more compact than the Gaussian distribution. Finally, we conducted a free search experiment where the signal could appear anywhere within the image. Results show that human performance in a multiple-alternative forced-choice experiment can be used to predict performance in the clinically realistic free search experiment when the investigator takes into account the search area and the observers' inherent spatial imprecision to localize the targets.
I. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental aspect of medical images that limits the physician's ability to visually detect and classify disease is the presence of the background luminance-variations in the image. A first component of these background variations can be attributed to noise arising from the variable number of photons reaching the image-receptor ͑quantum noise͒ and being filtered by the image receptor modulation transfer function ͑MTF͒. A second component consists of the presence of normal anatomic structures in the image that may mask the occurrence of disease and that actually act as a form of noise in the detection process.
There has been a rich history of experiments studying visual detection in white Gaussian noise that is an approximation to quantum noise. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] In the last 15 years, many studies have concentrated on studying this process in more complex computer generated backgrounds that attempt to mimic both the presence of quantum noise and structured backgrounds. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Although some experiments were already realized in the early 1970s, 14, 15 it is only recently that access to digital/digitized medical images has intensified studies of visual detection in the presence of real anatomical backgrounds. 16 -24 Arguably these latter studies are the most relevant to the real clinical scenario.
An important question in understanding the process by which physicians detect abnormalities in medical images is studying how detection performance varies with uncertainty about the spatial location of the signal. Many classical studies in visual signal detection have investigated the effect of uncertainty for the detection of a simple luminance increment in the absence of noise. [25] [26] [27] These studies show that performance degradation with uncertainty about the spatial position of the signal is consistent with models derived in the context of signal detection theory ͑SDT͒. 28, 29 In this class of models the observer is assumed to monitor a noisy response to every possible location monitored, and then selects the location with the maximum response. The responses to each location are generally assumed to be Gaussian distributed and statistically independent of each other. 30, 31, 24 Performance degrades with increasing number of possible signal locations owing to the increasing probability that at least one of the responses to the noise-only locations will exceed the response to the signal location. Such a model has been successful at predicting target detection and localization both with and without external image noise. Swensson and Judy 2 and Burgess and Ghandeharian 4 investigated localization of a signal embedded in additive Gaussian white noise in one of M locations ͓multiple-alternative forced-choice task ͑MAFC͔͒. They found that degradation in performance as measured by the percent of trials in which the observers correctly localize the signal was well predicted by SDT. Eckstein and Whiting 19 have subsequently applied this approach to localization of simulated filling defects in arteries in x-ray coronary angiographic backgrounds finding that SDT models with the Gaussian statistical independent internal response assumption was a good approximation to the human observer.
The goal of the present study is to investigate whether the SDT models with the Gaussian-independent response assumption can be used to predict visual detection performance with a varying number of possible spatial locations for the target signal in x-ray mammographic backgrounds.
Unlike previous treatments, we investigate whether a SDT model with other non-Gaussian response distributions can better predict human-observer performance as a function of the number of possible signal locations. ͑Although Eckstein and Whiting 19 considered the effect of rectangular and Laplace response distributions on performance as a function of number of locations, they did not evaluate how these distributions predicted the human data compared to the Gaussian internal response model.͒ In addition, previous studies have assumed that the unobservable internal responses of human observers are statistically independent. When independent noise samples in the different possible signal locations are used then the luminance pixel variations in one location are independent of the luminance pixel variations in the other locations and the independent internal response assumption seems reasonable. However, the possibility of response correlations seems more likely when the task involves localizing a signal within image backgrounds that have long-range spatial correlations such as power-law spectrum (1/f n ) images, which has been used to describe variability of natural images 32, 33 including breast tissue images by mammography. 24 These images contain slowly spatially varying luminance changes with significant low-pass frequency components, and therefore luminance variations in one of the possible signal locations may be correlated with those in another location within the correlation range of the tissue. In a MAFC task, a positive correlation among internal responses will decrease the probability that a response to any nonsignal location will exceed the signal location response, and thereby elevate performance over a task in which the locations are statistically independent. Under the assumption that correlations between internal responses are constant ͑equicorrelation͒, it has been shown that detection performance as a function of number of locations is indistinguishable from the case of statistical independence among responses. 34 ͑For this case human performance as a function of number of locations can be equally well fit by a model with statistically independent responses and one with a fixed correlation among response.͒ On the other hand, if the spatial separation among signal locations changes, then it seems unlikely that the equicorrelation model will apply. If this is the case, then the variation in performance as a function of the number of possible signal locations might depart from that predicted from the statistically independent-response model.
In this paper, we investigate the possibility that the human internal responses are correlated when possible target locations are near each other in the presence of long-range image correlations. A separate psychophysical experiment is designed to specifically test whether human observer internal responses to the possible signal locations in x-ray mammograms are correlated.
Finally, we also investigate performance in a task where the lesion might appear ͑with equal probability͒ anywhere within the image ͑free search͒. Arguably, the free search task is the most similar to the physician's task of scrutinizing areas within an image and localizing a lesion. However, this task presents the additional difficulty in that the number of locations is unknown, and so the observer responds to a continuum of possible locations. Since many of the possible locations will be very close to each other, they are most likely not statistically independent. Can performance in the free search task be predicted by human performance in the MAFC tasks? If so, then the more stylized ͑but simpler to analyze and model͒ MAFC tasks can be used to predict the more realistic location free search task. Prior to describing the experiments in detail we briefly present the theory of signal detection as applied to the MAFC tasks.
II. THEORY

A. Performance in a MAFC experiment
In a MAFC experiment the observer is presented with an image that contains the signal in one of M locations. The observer's task is to choose the location that is the most likely to contain the signal. Performance is measured with the proportion of the total trials in which the observer correctly identifies the signal location ͑Percent Correct, Pc͒. In signal detection theory, the observer is assumed to monitor a noisy internal response to each of the possible signal locations. The variability in the responses might be due to noise intrinsic to the observer or to variability in the stimuli ͑ex-ternal noise͒. On each trial, the SDT model assumes that the observer chooses the location associated with the highest internal response. Performance ͑Pc͒ will degrade as a function of increasing number of possible locations owing to the increasing probability that the response to any one noiselocation will exceed the response to the signal plus noise location. The probability that the observer correctly chose the location of the signal is obtained by calculating the probability that the internal response to the signal plus noise location will exceed the responses to all noise-only locations. If the observer's internal response to the signal plus noise location is given by the probability density function ͑pdf͒ p(͉s), and the internal response pdf for a noise-only location is given by p(͉n), then Pc can be written as
where M is the number of possible signal locations.
The Gaussian assumption
Typically, the internal responses to the signal location and noise-only locations are assumed to be equal variance ( 2 ) Gaussian distributed and statistically independent. 35 With the Gaussian assumption ͑Fig. 1͒, the pdf for the response to the noise-only location is given by
͑2͒
and that for the response to the signal plus noise location is given by
where dЈ is the index of detectability and is defined as the difference between the mean responses to the signal plus noise location and noise-only location divided by the square root of the average variance of the two classes:
where s and n are the responses for a signal plus noise and a noise only location, respectively, is the standard deviation of the internal response assumed to be equal for both the signal plus noise and noise only location, and ͗¯͘ is the mathematical expectation operator. For the Gaussian statistically independent pdfs Eq. ͑1͒ reduces to
where ⌽(x) is the cumulative Gaussian function, and (x) is the Gaussian function. When a series of MAFC experiments is realized with different numbers of M locations, Pc decreases as M increases even though dЈ is fixed. The larger the number of locations, the larger the probability that the response to any noisy location will exceed the response to the signal location, and therefore the lower Pc ͑see Fig. 2͒ .
In actual human psychophysical experiments, the investigator cannot observe dЈ directly but rather measures Pc as a function of number of locations (M ) and then infers an index of detectability ͑which we refer as d MAFC to emphasize that it is an estimate of dЈ obtained from a MAFC experiment͒ from each Pc using Eq. ͑5͒. If human performance is consistent with the SDT-Gaussian model then d MAFC should be approximately constant across MAFC conditions.
Non-Gaussian probability density functions
The relationship between Pc and number of possible signal locations in general depends on the shape of the probability density function. Consider for instance the case of a pdf given by
where ␣ is a normalizing parameter and ␤ defines the shape of the distribution. For ␤ϭ2, Eq. ͑6͒ reduces to the usual Gaussian distribution. Values of ␤ lower than 2 result in a pdf that is more spread than the Gaussian and values of ␤ greater than 2 result in a pdf that is more compact than the Gaussian ͑see Fig. 3͒ . Figure 4 shows how the degradation of Pc as a function of M varies with the different pdfs ͑different ␤ values͒. As ␤ increases Pc degrades less as a function of M .
On the other hand, if the human internal responses were not Gaussian distributed, and the investigator computed an index of detectability (d MAFC ) from the experimentally measured Pc values erroneously assuming a Gaussian distribution ͓through Eq. ͑5͔͒, it would lead to a nonconstant value 
B. Internal response correlation
The standard SDT model typically assumes that the responses to the different locations are statistically independent. In the absence of external noise or when the samples of external noise at the possible signal locations are independent, this assumption is reasonable. In other instances such as the case of detecting a signal within an image containing slowly spatially varying luminance changes ͑low pass Gaussian or 1/f n noises͒, the possibility of response correlations between responses to different locations arises.
The correlation between the responses to two different locations can be characterized by a correlation coefficient defined as 34, 36 
where is the response, the subscripts k and m refer to two different spatial locations, k,i is the observer's internal response to location k in the ith trial, m,i is the observer's internal response to location m in the ith trial, and the expectation ͗¯͘ is performed among trials. When the model responses are statistically independent, then r k,m ϭ0. The effect of a positive correlation between responses is to decrease the probability of any one response to the noise-only location exceeding the response to the signal plus noise location. As shown in Refs. 34 and 36, if the correlation coefficient is considered constant among the locations (r k;m ϭr), then the usual relationship between Pc versus index of detectability still holds if the index of detectability, dЈ, is replaced by a corrected index of detectability (d r Ј) defined as
.
͑8͒
As is apparent in Eq. ͑8͒, a given value of d r Ј can be consistent with many combinations of dЈ and r. Therefore if the correlation is constant as the number of locations increases then a Pc vs M function can be identical for a variety of combinations of dЈ and r. Figure 6 shows how the degradation of Pc with M could be consistent on the one hand with a given dЈ and statistically independent responses (rϭ0), and on the other hand with a lower dЈ and a positive correlation r. In other words, given a set of measured Pc as a function of M , the experimenter cannot determine whether the responses are correlated or not. Suppose now that the correlation between internal responses changes as a function of M . For instance, suppose, as illustrated in Fig. 6 , that the correlation is rϭ0 for M ϭ2 and increases linearly to rϭ0.2 for M ϭ32. In this case, the degradation of Pc as a function of M will depart from the statistically independent scenario. If the investigator is unaware of this increasing correlation and the measured Pc values are transformed to d MAFC assuming Gaussian statistical independence then he/she would find an increasing d MAFC as a function of M ͑Fig. 7͒. 
III. GENERAL METHODS
A. Test images
The images used in this study were breast x-ray images of patients without known pathology. They were obtained by a digital 510͑K͒-Bennett mammographic unit ͑Trex Medical Corporation, Waltham, MA͒ ͑courtesy of University of California Los Angeles Medical Center͒. They have a pixel size of 0.04 mm and are coded as 14 bits per pixel with a gray level proportional to the x-ray exposure.
In mammography, the radiologist is typically interested in microcalcifications, which sizes are of the order of 0.2 mm, or in tumors or masses that are about 50 times larger ͑1 cm͒. Therefore microcalcifications are generally visually searched with a magnifying glass ͑magnification factor of about 8͒. Masses are searched for by looking at the image in its original scale. In order to take this practice into account, in the present study two sets of images were created: one at the original scale for microcalcification search ͑0.04 mm per pixel͒, and the other is averaged in order to have a pixel size close to the image-display pixel size ͑0.3 mm͒.
The image size was fixed to 256ϫ256 pixels and displayed a continuous area inside the breast ͑see Fig. 8͒ . Another set of images was generated in which the possible locations could be anywhere inside the image except for a 10-pixel-wide external frame ͑free search condition͒. For the five different conditions (M ϭ2, 4, 9, 16, and free search͒, the same set of 240 images was used. The maximum number of locations was set to 16 in order to guarantee that the observers did monitor all the possible locations. By using a higher number of alternatives in this phase of the MAFC experiments, one might have risked infringing on the underlying model of this study ͑that the observer chooses the maximum response out of all the possible locations͒ and to begin observing satisfaction of search effect.
For the tumor experiments only two and nine possible locations were considered. Each possible location was at the center of an individual 128ϫ128 pixel image. A sample of a 9AFC image is presented in Fig. 9 .
In the correlation investigation, a 2AFC experiment was set with 128ϫ256 pixel images in which the distance between the two possible locations could be varied ͑see Fig.  10͒ .
Except for the free-search images, possible signal locations were always indicated by fixed cues. We did not provide the possibility to toggle the cues off because in these experiments eye-movement searching was not the subject of interest.
B. Signal
Because of the proportional relationship between gray level and radiation exposure of the investigated images, an image containing the signal (g s ) is simulated by multiplication of the background ͑b͒ and the signal profile pixel by pixel:
where I is the identity matrix and S is a diagonal matrix containing the signal profile s. An element (i, j) of the matrix S is expressed as S i j ϭs i ␦ i j , where the symbol ␦ i j is used as the Kroneker function. In this formalism, the simulated object thickness, written as the image vector t, can be directly related to the signal s as s i ϩ1ϭexp(Ϫt i ), where is the attenuation coefficient. In this study, the signal is a two-dimensional-projected sphere ͑0.2 mm and 1.0 cm diameter for microcalcification and tumor, respectively͒ filtered by the modulation transfer function of the image system.
The contrast used in this work is the root mean square contrast defined as
where g s i is the pixel value of the ith image pixel of the image containing the signal, and b i is the pixel value of the ith image pixel of the same image that only contains the background, s i is ith component of s, and t i is ith component of t. It can be seen that the images of an ensemble generated with a given value of all have the same contrast. For the two series of MAFC experiments ͑microcalcification and tumor scales͒, five contrast values were considered in each situation.
C. Image display
Images were presented on an Image systems M17L 0.3 mm pixel size monochrome gray-scale monitor operated by a Md2/PCI video board ͑Dome Imaging System, inc., Waltham, MA͒. This board uses a 10 bit digital-to-analog converter and allows one to adjust the relationship between digital value ͑e.g., gray level͒ and monitor output ͑e.g., luminance͒. The experiments were performed with the defaultlookup table, which is very close to the perceptually linearized monitor. Images were generated as well as presented using the IDL software ͑Interactive Data Language, version 5.1; Research Systems, Boulder, CO͒.
D. Observers and procedure
Two human observers ͑an author and a radiologist͒ participated in the study. They were well trained in the experiment and both had normal/corrected vision. The mean viewing distance is estimated to be 50 cm but observers were free to adjust their distance if needed. Once trained for the detection task, the observers performed five sessions of 100 trials for each condition of interest.
For a given experiment, the contrast and the number of possible locations, or the inter-location distance were variable. Each particular condition was constant during a given session of 100 trials but the sequence of the conditions was randomly chosen. In order to minimize the effect of variable conditions from session to session, 5 ''warm-up'' trials were performed before each session. On each trial, observers selected with a click of the computer mouse the location they thought contained the signal. In an MAFC experiment, the location the closest to the cursor was recorded as being the correct answer. For the free search experiment, the position of the cursor was registered for each answer in image coordinates. ͑0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0͒. The observer performance was first computed for each condition by calculating the percent of correct trials ͑Pc͒. The Pc value was then transformed to an index of detectability (d MAFC ) assuming Gaussian independent observer response pdf using Eq. ͑5͒.
IV. PSYCHOPHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS
b. Results. For both observers Pc is computed as a function of number of locations (M ) for the five different contrasts in Fig. 11 . Overall, Fig. 11 shows that performance degradation as a function of M seems to be approximated by the SDT model with the Gaussian assumption. However, if the observer response pdfs were effectively Gaussian and independent, then the values of d MAFC across the number of possible locations for a given contrast should be constant. This is presented in Fig. 12 where d MAFC is shown as a function of number of locations. Also plotted in Fig. 12 is the simultaneous fit of the Gaussian model to all the data for each observer. A slight tendency of increase of d MAFC with the number of locations can be observed. This can be quantitatively tested through a three-way analysis of variance ͑ANOVA͒ 37 in which the three independent factors are the contrast, the number of possible locations, and the observers. Table I shows the result of the ANOVA with the computation of the F statistics and the critical value of F (F critical ) for p Ͻ0.05. It shows that both observers are statistically equivalent and that the performance expressed in terms of d MAFC is not constant across the number of possible locations. Therefore, the increase in performance with the number of possible locations is statistically significant.
There are two possible explanations for this finding. The first is that the response pdfs might depart from the Gaussian ͑Fig. 5͒. A second explanation might be an increase in the correlation among the human internal responses to the different locations with increasing number of locations ͑Fig. 7͒.
We first investigated whether pdfs that depart from the Gaussian might better account for human performance. The parameter ␤ ͓Eq. ͑6͔͒ was left to vary freely. The best fit resulted in ␤ϭ59 ͑observer FB͒ and ␤ϭ15 ͑observer DV͒. The resulting values of the best-fit d MAFC are presented in Fig. 13 showing that this model captures the significant tendency of the human d MAFC to increase with the number of locations. Although beta values of 15 and 59 might seem very different, this is not the case when looking at the actual shape of the pdfs. As shown in Fig. 3 , both of these pdfs are very similar and much flatter than the Gaussian pdf. An estimate of their 95% confidence interval is between ␤ϭ10 and ␤ϭ100.
A second possible explanation to the increase in human observers' detectability index (d MAFC ) with increasing number of locations is the possibility of an increase in internal response correlations with the decreased interlocation distances associated with the higher MAFC conditions. This possibility will be separately tested later with a psychophysical experiment.
Tumor localization
a. Experimental design. For the tumor localization, only two MAFC experiments were investigated: 2 and 9 possible locations for five different contrast values. Observers' percent correct performance was converted to an index of detectability using the Gaussian response pdf assumption.
b. Results. Figure 14 shows the index of detectability for each of the five contrast values for each observer separately. Analysis of variance was used to test for significant differences ͑Table I͒. The results show no statistically significant differences across the observers. In addition, and contrary to the microcalcification scale experiment, the number of possible locations did not significantly affect the index of detectability. Therefore, the Gaussian response pdfs or the correlation free hypothesis cannot be rejected for the tumor scale detection.
As for the microcalcification experiment, a global fit of beta was also performed with the tumor experiment for each observer. This resulted in ␤ϭ1.1 and ␤ϭ0.9 for observers FB and DV, respectively. The uncertainties associated with values are relatively large and not straightforward to estimate. Taking into account the standard deviations of the measured Pc, possible values of ␤ could vary between 0.5 and 10. Therefore, the Gaussian assumption cannot be rejected in the tumor experiment. Figure 7 shows that the increase of d MAFC with M could also be explained with an increase in the correlation between responses with M due to the smaller interlocation distances for high MAFC conditions than for low M conditions. The large amount of low frequencies contained in mammographic backgrounds, 38 might cause the correlation in the observer responses. The correlation between pixel variations increases as a function of their proximity in low-pass and power law noise.
B. Experiment II: Internal response correlation in microcalcification detection task?
It therefore could be possible that the increase in the human observers' d MAFC is a result of the higher correlations between the human internal responses for the higher M conditions. In order to test whether internal responses are correlated, we performed a separate experiment. In this experiment we measured performance in a 2AFC microcalcification detection as a function of the distance between the two locations. The rationale is that if the correlation between the responses increased with decreasing interlocation distance, then human performance would increase. Evidence for an increase in performance in the 2AFC experiment with decreasing interlocation distance would support the idea that the increase in d MAFC in the MAFC microcalcification experiment is explained with an increase in response correlation with M .
Experimental design
The 2AFC experiment was performed with 128ϫ256 pixel images in which the possible target interlocation distance was variable. The possible target locations were also clearly indicated by cues ͑see Fig. 10͒ in order to minimize location intrinsic uncertainty. Four experimental conditions were investigated with interlocation distances of 12, 38, 68, and 208 pixels. A total of 251 different images were used for this experiment.
As a control experiment, the same task was first performed with the two extreme distances ͑12 and 208 pixels͒ and with uncorrelated white noise. The performance was statistically identical (pϽ0.05) regardless of the interlocation distance. It is therefore reasonable to assume that a smaller distance does not, as such, increase the observer efficiency.
Results
The values of Pc obtained with different interlocation distances were transformed into d 2AFC by assuming Gaussian pdfs. Figure 15 shows the values of d 2AFC plotted against the interlocation distances for both observers.
The results show a small increase in performance at small distances. However, analysis of variance showed the performance does not significantly vary with interlocation distances for observer FB. Observer DV shows a statistically significant higher performance at the smallest interlocation distance.
The amount of correlation can be estimated from Eq. ͑8͒ and assuming that the responses at the largest distance are statistically independent. In this expression, r is the correla- Figure 16 shows that the calculated correlations for the different interlocation distances are relatively close to zero. A T-test shows that at a 95% confidence level, no points can be considered significantly different than zero. These results therefore suggest that the correlation between human internal responses is close to zero and do not increase with decreasing interlocation distance. Furthermore, the results suggest that the increase in the d MAFC with increasing number of locations cannot be attributed to an increase in response correlations.
C. Experiment III: Free search
In a MAFC experiment, the number of locations as well as the exact possible location of the signal is defined and known by the observer. In common practice, when the radiologist is searching the image for a pathological signal, its possible locations are generally unknown. Because the number of possible locations is not unlimited, such an experiment has to be linked to the value of dЈ obtained in a classical MAFC experiment.
Methods
In the free search experiment, the observer knows that the microcalcification is anywhere within the image except for an external border region of the image ͑10 pixels wide͒. The observers' task is to localize the microcalcification in the image by clicking with the mouse on the center of the lesion. The process of precisely spatially localizing the center of the lesion is limited by other processes distinct from visual detection such as error in perceptual judgment of the center of the lesion as well as motor error in the manual placing of the mouse. In order to estimate these latter sources of error in the observers' spatial localization of the signal ͑independent of sources of error due to visual detection͒, a training experiment was performed on a noiseless and uniform background with a signal that was always visible ͑equal to a high contrast microcalcification͒. The spatial localization error was measured as the distance ͑in pixels͒ between the signal location and the position of the cursor. We obtained a mean distance of 0.55 with a standard deviation of 0.54 and a maximum value of 2.0 pixels. Given that the signal radius is about 3 pixels, we adopted as a criterion to consider a signal localization in the free search experiment to be correct if the mouse click was located at a distance not greater than 5 pixels from the center of the lesion. Given this criterion of a 5-pixel radius circle, an image area of P pixels effectively contains approximately M *ϭ P/(5 2 ) different response regions. In the present study, this ratio is equal to 559. Once the effective number of locations M * is known, all the microcalcification data can be globally fit with beta as a free parameter.
Burgess et al., 24 Figure 17 shows the histograms of distances between the location clicked with the mouse and signal location for each observer and for all investigated signal contrasts on real mammograms. Superimposed on these graphs is the distribution of a hypothetical observer randomly choosing a location ͑with uniform distribution normalized to the number of answers above 5 pixels͒. For the entire experiment, the number of localization responses given by the random observer with a target to localization responses distance below 5 pixels is below 0.3%. Therefore, the probability that an observer correctly localizes the target by chance in the free search experiment is negligible. The comparison of human and random observers above the 5 pixel distance shows no significant difference. This tends to show that when the target was missed, the selected location was not correlated with the actual signal location. Both of these findings suggest that the adopted criterion to consider localizations within a 5 pixel distance from the target center to be correct does not introduce any systematic and significant biases in our localization accuracy metric. Figure 18 shows the experimental results of the fit of all data for each observer and each number of locations versus signal contrast. The resulting beta values are 2.8 and 2.7 for observers FB and DV, respectively.
Results
V. DISCUSSION
A. Predicting the effect of number of locations and contrast on signal detectability
The main point of the present study is about the consistency of MAFC experiments realized with different number of locations. The usual method consists in assuming independent responses from one location to another and Gaussian pdf. Although the standard model approximates human performance, a strict analysis of the data shows that this model can be rejected for the detection of microcalcifications while it cannot be rejected for the detection of masses.
B. Correlation in the human internal responses within image MAFC tasks
The departure from the independent Gaussian pdf SDT model could have been explained by correlations in the hu- man internal responses induced by the low frequencies in the mammographic backgrounds. Our psychophysical study specifically tested whether the correlation across internal responses increased with decreasing interlocation distance. The results suggest that the correlation does not significantly change as a function of interlocation distance. It has to be noted that this is not the case for any kind of low-pass background. Other results 39 showed that coronary angiographic backgrounds induce a model response correlation of about 0.4 at very small distances only. This can be explained by the fact that the amount of high frequencies is higher in mammographic than angiographic backgrounds. In conjunction with observer independent internal noise, this high frequency content can reduce any possible correlation.
C. Probability density function for observer internal responses
As no correlation could be emphasized in mammographic backgrounds, this leaves only one obvious explanation: a departure from the usual Gaussian pdf. A global fit of all the data obtained at the microcalcification scale at five signal contrasts, four numbers of locations and the free search experiment, allowed us to quantitatively estimate the pdf as being slightly more compact than the Gaussian pdf with beta just below 3 ͓see Eq. ͑6͔͒. This is coherent with previous results obtained with x-ray coronary angiograms, 19 for which a close examination of the human performance shows a similar trend as the present results. In those experiments, d MAFC computed with the independent Gaussian assumption were significantly lower for M ϭ2 at the two lowest contrast values. As can be seen in Fig. 5 , this trend could also be explained by a more compact observer response pdf (␤Ͼ2).
D. Free search
At first view, the free search experiment involves more complex perceptual processes than the multiple-alternative forced-choice experiments: free search is closer to the real diagnostic task, but harder to be performed and analyzed than the simple MAFC experiment. However, the results presented here show that the free search experiment can be seen as a particular MAFC experiment with an effective number of locations M * equal to the ratio of the total number of pixels in the image divided by the signal area increased by the inherent spatial imprecision to localize the target.
A similar experiment to the one presented here was conducted by Burgess et al., 24 in which the signal was a projected sphere ͑of variable size͒ superimposed on two types of backgrounds: real mammograms and low-pass filtered noise with the same power spectrum. The experiment was repeated twice: once in a 2AFC and once in the free search condition. In the 2AFC experiment the performance was better with real anatomical backgrounds than with filtered noise, whereas in the free search experiment, the observers performed equivalently in the real and in the filtered noise backgrounds. This characteristic is explained by the absence of location uncertainty in the 2AFC experiment: The image recognizable structures of the real mammograms seem to help the observers in the 2AFC experiment whereas in the free search experiment, recognizable structures are of no help. The important point about the results of Burgess et al. is their ability to predict the free search performance with the 2AFC results obtained with the filtered noise backgrounds. For that, they simply define the effective number of locations M * as being the ratio of the search and signal areas, compute d 2AFC with the filtered white noise backgrounds and the Gaussian assumption, and then compute Pc using Eq. ͑5͒ for M * locations. If they had performed with the same procedure and the 2AFC results obtained with the real mammographic backgrounds ͑instead of the filtered white noise͒, they would have largely overestimated the observer response. In this case, they would have needed to increase further more M * to fit the free search results from the 2AFC experience obtained with real mammographic backgrounds.
In the present study, the effective number of locations M * is a bit lower than Burgess et al. This discrepancy may be due to the differences of the displayed backgrounds. In the present free search experiment, the detection of microcalcifications, all images are magnified by a factor 8. In the experiment of Burgess et al., the study was performed at the mass or tumor scale and all images are magnified by a factor of about 2. As shown by Bochud et al., 23 anatomical variations are especially perceived as a source of noise at the tumor or mass scale rather than at the microcalcification scale. This means that the anatomical fluctuations are much more disturbing at the tumor or mass scale and that they are more prone to appear randomly as the observer is looking at the signal. Therefore, once we try to predict free search detection results from MAFC results, the scale of the background is important. At the mass or tumor scale, Burgess et al. 24 could derive their free search data with an effective number of locations M * greater than the straightforward ratio of the search and signal areas, whereas in the present study M * is smaller.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The performance of an observer searching for a mass embedded in a mammographic background as a function of the number of alternatives can be described by signal detection theory with the usual Gaussian pdf. If the same experiment is conducted with a target simulating a microcalcification, we find the response pdf departs from a Gaussian to a more compact distribution. This effect is reported for only two observers, and hence requires further investigation to be extrapolated to the population of observers. However, the fact that non-Gaussians are observed suggests that the functional form of the observer response may play a role in understanding and modeling visual perception in medical imaging. Furthermore, this departure from the Gaussian distribution is consistent with a strict analysis of previous experiments utilizing angiographic x-ray images. 19 We have investigated a possible alternative explanation for the differences in observed human observer performance across the number of possible signal locations. We hypothesized that the presence of internal correlations induced by variability at low spatial frequencies in the image backgrounds was responsible for the observed deviations from the predictions made under the assumption of independent Gaussian responses. However, the results presented in this study do not show any such correlations. This could be explained by the relatively large amount of high frequency noise present in the mammographic backgrounds as well as the independent observer internal noise.
Of all the tasks considered in this work, the free search experiment, in which the signal could appear anywhere in the image, is clearly the closest to clinical practice. However, our results show that the free search experiment results could be derived from more simple MAFC detection performance. In this case, the effective number of alternatives can be defined as the ratio of the total image size and the signal area increased by the inherent spatial imprecision to localize the target.
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